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The return of the compact mill
Superior is the compact that offers safe and versatile
production solutions. It is sufficient to install it – already
assembled at the Ocrim workshops – inside an industrial
warehouse, thus reducing the costs for the construction
of a multi-storey building and the bureaucracy required
for urbanization works. It is a high energy performance
system, which results in low production and management costs.
The compact mill is conceived and designed
for customers with diversified business goals
and paths. It is aimed
at those approaching
the world of milling for
the first time, but also
aimed at those who are
already part of the agroindustrial reality of the
mills and intend to have
a compact plant, to expand or diversify their
offer, to respond to the
requests of specific and
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To date, the Superior compact mill
(Ocrim).
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The Superior compact mill
in 1948.

niche markets, without upsetting or rescheduling its
industrial production.
The first Superior was made by Ocrim in the 1950s from a
pioneering idea, a compact and “intelligent” mill for grinding grain only, equipped with different capacities, which
varied according to the composition of the desired model.
Customization in the technical, technological and design set-up are the innovative features of the new compact mill.
The Superior will have the power to represent and interpret, even harmoniously, the needs, style and culture of
the customer, and of the host country, starting from one
of the four different options available: passsion; natural, gold, and style.
The Superior is back in Ocrim in a futuristic form, from a
technological point of view, and elegant, from a design
point of view.
Given the interest and the number of requests, the company has dedicated a website to the Superior (www.
ocrimsuperior.com) through which it is possible to have
all the desired information, and an e-mail address
(info@ocrimsuperior.com) to send the requests, as well
as a brochure.
(Ocrim - Via Angelo Massarotti 76 - 26100 Cremona CR - Italy - Tel. +39 0372 4011 - www.ocrim.com)
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